The Electric Skateboard for the Next Decade Offering Freedom of Choice
Globe International has introduced “dot board,” the most advanced and versatile electric skateboard on
the market today, offering consumers unprecedented freedom of choice.
Backed by 30 years of skateboarding innovation and six years R&D, the dot electric skateboard features a
powerful hub motor system with fully modular, upgradeable components that can be serviced and
repaired to extend life span of the product. This environmentally aware design and advancement in
category performance sets a new baseline in the rapidly emerging light electric vehicle market.

Modular, Eco-Conscious Design
• dot offers an unparalleled level of modularity never before seen in light electric vehicle design with
customization options in platform (deck) size, power units and output, batteries and range, and option to
swap wheels based on comfort and efficiency.
• Available in three sizes – Compact (small), Cruiser (medium) and Transporter (large) – riders can easily
swap out decks for desired speed and range at any given time.
• Riders can also choose their preferred wheel size, from an efficient and light 83mm to a larger 120mm
wheel for a smoother ride on rough surfaces.
• Consumer-centric modular design means no planned obsolescence; all parts can be repaired or
replaced at a component level.
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Performance
• The dot board is propelled by a powerful hub motor that can reach a top speed of 24 miles per hour
and can climb hills with up to 30 percent incline.
• While descending hills and applying brakes, the hub motor captures the kinetic energy to recharge via
the proprietary battery management system which improves the board’s range and reduces the amount
of electricity required to charge the board.
• Riders can change from one motor to two in under a minute with an allen key that comes with
purchase; in the unlikely event that a motor needs replacing the rider can do it without taking the board
to a repair shop.
• Each battery module has a range of 6 miles and people can add up to 4 batteries to the board for a total
range of 24 miles.
Safety
• The patent-pending hub motor features temperature sensors to prevent burning unlike some other
brands, and is maintenance free with no other wearing parts, cables or plugs.
• Power to the wheels is delivered only when the wheels are in motion, preventing accidental throttle
engagement in non-riding environments.
• The battery has passed the UN/DOT 38.3 testing, making it safe for airline travel, and the IEC 62133
standard for operational and charging safety.
• The remote control features a user-friendly grip control; soft silicon trigger; reliable sensor magnet,
cruise control function to alleviate rider fatigue during long rides/commutes.
• LED tail lights feature custom brightness levels.
• The dot board can be operated in three modes: Novice mode provides a safe ride for beginners; Eco
mode limits power to the board to help conserve battery power and Expert mode that provides the
highest power and acceleration for experienced riders.
Globe International Limited is a global producer and distributor specializing in purpose-built apparel,
footwear and skateboard hardgoods. Originally founded as Hardcore Enterprises in 1985 by three
Australian brothers Matt, Peter and Stephen Hill, sells boardsports equipment, street fashion and
workwear products in more than 100 countries worldwide. Globe International is listed on the Australian
Securities Exchange (ASX: GLB) and operates in Australasia, North America, South America and Europe.

